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tends the opposite wn.y ; for the fourth, the ex
ternal outlets are now largely self-producers. As 
regards the rapid introduction of new things-
these mostly now demand increased leisure for 
their proper absorption n.nd use, so that the two 
are co-related and mutually dependent. 

It can be conceived that a socialistic organisation 
of society could obviate such of the nialadjustments 
as depend upon gains and risks of n.bsorption not 
being in the same hands, and a theoretical technique 
can be worked out for the most profitable rate of 
absorption of scientific invention, ha.ving regard to 
invested capital, and skill and local interests. It is 
sufficient to say that it needs a to·ur de fm·ce of" 
assumptions to make it function without hope
lessly impairing that central feature of economic 
progress, namely individual choice of the consumer 
in the direction of his demands, and an equally 
exalted view of the perfectibility of social organisa
tion and political wisdom. But in the field of 

international relations and foreign trade, which 
alone can give full .e.tiect to scientific discovery, it 
demands qualit ies far beyond anything yet 
attainable. 

Economic life must pay a heavy price, in this 
generation, for the ultimate gains of science, unles.'! 
all classes become economically and sociaU., 
minded, and there are large infusions of soci~l 
direction and internationalism, carefully intro
duced. This does not mean government bY 
scientific technique, technocracy, or any oth;r 
t·ransferred technique, appropriate as these may be 
to the physical task of production ; for human 
wills in the aggregate are· behind distribution and 
consumption, and they can never be regulated b..
the principles which are so potent in mathematicS. 
chemistry, physics, or even biology. Scientific 
workers may contribute much by sharing the 
problems of social science along its own lines, b\
giving a greater proportion of brilliant minds t~ 
this field and by planning research. 

Atomic Transmutation 

T WENTY-SIX years have passed since the 
British Association last met at Leicesto/ in 

1907, and the apparently stable world of a g,Jfc1rter 
of a century ago has altered almost out of recogni
tion. These changes in political, moral and 
spirituar values are reflected in the world of 
physical science, which differs almost toto ccelo 
from the structure raised by the labours of the 
nineteenth century and its predecessors. But even 
then rumblings were apparent, and it is a remark
able fact that the discussion on atomic transmuta
tion, opened in ·Section A (Mathematics and 
Physics) by Lord Rutherford on September 11, 
had its anti type in a sectional discussion on the . 
constitution of the atom opened by Prof. Ernest 
Rutherford, as he then was, at the 1907 meeting, 
to which contributions were made by Lord Kelvin, 
Sir Oliver Lodge and Sir William Ramsay. 

Lord Rutherford, whose contribution to the 
present discussion was a masterly review of a 
quarter of a century's work on atomic transmuta
tion, r emarked that, at the discussion which he 
opened in 1907, he indicated the importance of 
the transformations of radioactive bodies, and 
~mphasised the difficulty of explaining the part 
played by positive electricity-we had then no 
inkling of a knowledge of the positive electron. 
He reminded the audience that Sir Oliver Lodge, 
who nevertheless proclaimed his belief in the 
electrical structure of the atom, had remarked 
that the opener was an adept in the art of skating 
on thin ice. K elvin, who in 1904 was prepared to 
accept the notion of the transmutation of the 
radium atom, in 1907 did not find the evidence 
for transmutation satisfactory. It was about this 
period that Lodge, in a letter to the Tirnes, sug
gested that if Kelvin would r ead the evidence he 
would change his opinion ; Kelvin's reply was 

that he had read Rutherford's " Radioactivity" and 
remained unconvinced ! 

The work of the eighteenth and nineteenth 
century chemists had given to the world some 
eighty-odd elements, and it was quite clear that 
the atoms of the elements were very stable 
structures. But though the old ideas of trans
mutation were exploded, the problem still existed. 
and indeed had been clearly formulated by 
Faraday. The discovery of radioactivity showed 
that elements such as uranium and thorium W>jn~ 
undergoing spontaneous transformation, and a 
large number of new elements were brought to 
light. Moreover, the property was shown to exist 
in a very slight degree in elements such as potas
sium and mbidium, the remainder of the normal 
elements being stable under ordinary conditions 
over periods to be reckoned u1 millions of years. 

It was in 1911 that the nuclear structure of thE' 
atom was clearly evidenced, and a little later that 
Bohr's masterly interpretation of the movement<; 
of electrons gave an explanation of spectral 
regularities. It soon became evident that outer 
electrons played no major part in transmutations. 
that the changes produced by stripping off electrons 
were only temporary in character, and that the 
structure of the nucleus must be changed if we 
wished to institute any permanent atomic trans
mutation. :Moreover, evidence had accumulated 
to show that the nucleus was a very small entity. 

If an a:-particle were fired at a nucleus, tht.
enormous forces developed in a head-on collision 
might be expected to disturb the structure of the 
nucleus, and it was in 1919 that decisive experi
ments were made. When lX-particles were fired 
in oxygen, no effect was produced, but when they 
were fired in nitrogen, a new type of particle 
appeared--the proto-n . 
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If we assume that the proton originated from a 

transformation of the nitrogen nucleus, the 
question of the rationale of the transmutation 
becomes urgent. Photographic evidence showed 
the capture by the nucleus of an ex-particle accom
panied by the emission of a proton. If then a 
nitrogen nucleus of mass 14 and charge 7, assimi
lates an a:-particle of mass 4 and charge 2, with 
the emission of a proton of mass 1 and charge l, 
we are left with a nuclear structure of mass 17 
and charge 8-an isotope of oxygen, in fact. In 
a similar manner, other transmutations may be 
checked, rem em bering that all such changes must 
vbey what may be termed general energy .con
ditions, that is, we must take into account not 
only kinetic energy, but also the masses involved, 
remembering that, in some sense, mass and energy 
are convertible terms. It will be seen that in the 
instance considered, the new element bas a mass 
three units higher and a charge one unit higher 
than that of the element which has suffered 
transmutation . 

Beryllium, of mass 9 and charge 4, when 
bombarded, captures an a:-particle of mass 4 and 
charge 2, giving rise to a structure of mass 12 and 
charge 6 and emitting a neutron of mass 1 and 
charge zero. 

It is not difficult to picture the changes which 
•:·nsue when neutrons are fired into oxygen or 
nitrogen with the consequent emission of an 
.x-particle, and indeed it is certain that future 
~xperiments will show that the neutron is a very 
powerful weapon of research . Five years ago it 
became evident that the methods of attack 
developed must be supplemented by the use of 
other types of fast particle if more information 
were to be forthcoming, and it was found possible 
to obtain from an electric discharge large supplies 
of particles the speeds of which might be raised 
by travel through an electric field. This demand 
has resulted in. the development of laboratory 
methods for the production of high potentials. 
Lately, assistance has been given by developments 
of wave mechanics which have shown that 

particles which could not surmount a potential 
barrier might yet get through, so that there is a 
possibility of successful attack by using intense 
streams of particles at low voltages. One timely 
word of waming was issued to those who look for 
sources of power in atomic transmutations--such 
expectations are the merest moonshine. 

It was fortunate that Sir Oliver Lodge was 
able to be present at the discussion. His charming 
and reminiscent speech in moving a vote of 
thanks to Lord Rutherford was a fitting tribute 
to a remarkable survey. 

Space will not permit of the detailed considera
tion of the symposium which followed the opening 
address. As has been remarked, the nuclear 
theory developed by Gamow indicates the pos
sibility of disintegrating the nuclei of the lighter 
elements by protons having energies corresponding 
to a few hundred thousand volts. Dr. J. D. 
Cockcroft and Dr. E. T. S. \Valton described an 
apparatus capable of producing protons having 
energies of 700 kilovolts. With these protons they 
have disintegrated _lithium, boron and fluorine, 
the disintegration in every instance being accom
panied by the ejection of an a:-part.icle. Lithium 
splits up into two o:-particles and boron into 
three. Dr. M. L. Oliphant described experiments 
in which elements in a very pure state have been 
bombarded with protons and ions of 'heavy' 
hydrogen-the isotope of hydrogen of mass 2. 
The heavy elements are not disintegrated appre
ciably by bombardment at energies below 220 
kilovolts. The disintegration of lithium by protons 
and 'deutons' was described, the last-named 
particle being remarkably efficient as a disin
tegrating agent. :Mr. P. I. Dee showed some 
remarkably interesting photographic tracks ob
tained with the expansion chamber, and Prof. 
P. M.FS. Blackett developed the story of the 
diseo~ery and possible genesis of the positive 
electron, thus closing a symposium as striking as 
any of those that have been associated in the past 
with the work of Section A of the British Asso-
ciation. A. F. 

Obituary 
HE RJGHT HoN. VIscOUNT GREY OF FALLODON, 

K.G., F.R.S. 
ALTHOUGH the first Viscount Grey of 

...:~ Fallodon, Korthumberland, devoted nearly 
he whole of his life tQ political work, his death, 

· n September 7, at the age of seventy -one years, 
:.~as removed from ornithological circles, and bird 
protection bodies in particular, a keen and devoted 
,tudent. 
. Lord Grey's -wild birds' sanctuary at Fallodon 
~' as become -widely known and many are the 
'laturalists who have benefited from his courtesy, 
1nd visjt-ed it. W atcrfowl were Lord Grey's 
~special interest and the fact that for twelve years 
1one of the foreign species bred at Fallodon were 

pinioned, but left to find their own nest-sites, 
hatch their own eggs and bring their broods on 
to the ponds unaided, living a perfectly wild 
existence excepting for wheat-feeding in morning 
and evening, the addition of a fox-proof fence and 
the destruction of stoats and rats, and in the case 
of the wood-ducks, the supplying of small barrels 
on the boughs to allow for the insufficiency of 
natural nesting boles in the trees, adds consider
ablv to the scientific value of the observations. fu a paper . read before the Berwicksbire 
Naturalists' Club in 1921 , Lord Grey described 
the breeding of t en species of British duck, 
mallard, wigeon, pintail, shoveller, garganey, teal, 
tufted duck, common pochard, red-crested and 
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~v •uui!J"'- ;oolllltuace:l popu lat1on !::Jut 
t enus the oppo3 ite way; for the fow-th , the ex
terna l outlets are now la rgely se lf-producers. As 
regards the rapid introduction of new things
these mostly now d emand increased leisure for 
their proper ab:mrption and use, so tha t the two 
are co-related and mutually d ependent. 

It can be conceived that a soc ialis tic organisation 
of soctety could ob'Viate such of the nlaladj us tments 
as depend upon gains and risks of absorpt ion not 
being in the same bauds, and a theo retical technique 
can be worked out for the most profitable rate of 
absorption of scientific invention, ha,ing regard to 
invested cu.pital, and skill and local interests. It is 
sufficient to say that it needs a to-u r de force of· 
assumptions to make it function without hope
lessly impairing that central feature of economic 
progress, namely individual choice of the consumer 
in the direction of hi.3 demands, and an equally 
exalted view of the perfectibility of social organisa
tion and political wisdom. But in the field of 

International rebtions and foreign trade, which 
alone can g.ive full _effect to scientific di:;covery, it 
demand::; qualities fa r beyond anything yet attainable. 

Economic life must pay a heavy price, in thb 
generation, for the ultimate gain3 of science, unle~i 
aU classes become economically and socia.U, 
minded, and there a re large inl'usion~ of social 
direction and internationalism, carefully intro
duced . This does not mean go>emment b\
scientillc technique, technocracy, or any oth;r 
transferTP.d technique, appropriate as these may~ 
to the physical task of production ; for human 
wills in the aggregate are· behind clistribution and 
consumption, and they can never be regulated b..
the principles which are so potent in mathematic;!. 
chemistry, physics, or even biology. Scientific 
workers may contribute muc h by sharing th e 
problems of social science along its own lines, b\
giving a greater proportion of brilliant minds t~ 
this field and by planning research_ 

Atomic Transmutation 

TWE~"'TY-SIX years have passed since the 
British Association last met at Leiceste;: in 

1907, and the apparently stable world of a q,szarter 
of a century ago has altered almost out of rec~
tion. These changes in political , moral and 
spiritua[ values are reflected in the world of 
physical science, which differs almost toto ccelo 
from the structure raised by the labours of the 
nineteenth century and its predecessors . But even 
then rumblings were apparent, and it is a remark
able fact that the discussion on atomic transmuta
tion, opened in -Section A (nriathematics and 
Physics) by Lord Rutherford on September 11, 
had its an ti type in a sectional discussion on the 
constitution of the atom opened by Prof. Ernest 
Rutherford, as he then was, at the 1907 meeting, 
to which contributions were made by Lord Kelvin, 
Sir Oliver Lodge and Sir William R amsay. 

Lord Rutherford , whose contribution to the 
present discussion was a masterly renew of a 
quarter of a century 's work on atomic transmuta
tion , remarked that, at the discussion which he 
opened in 1907, he indicated t he importance of 
the transformations of radioactive bodies, and 
emphasised the difficulty of explaining the part 
played by positive electricity-we had then no 
inkling of a knowledge of the positive electron. 
He reminded the audience that Sir Oliver Lodge, 
who nevertheless proclaimed his belief in the 
electrical structure of the atom, had remarked 
that the opener was au adept in the art of skating 
on thin ice. Kelvin, who in 1904 was prepared to 
accept the notion of the transmutation of the 
radium atom, in 1901 did not find the evidence 
for transmutation sati;:;factory. It was about t his 
period that Lodge, in a letter to the Times, sug
gested that if Kelvin would read the e>idence he 
would change his opinion ; K elvin's reply was 

that he had read Rutherford's "Radioa.ctivi~y" and 
remained uncon vinced ! 

The work of the eighteenth and nineteenth 
century chemists had given to the world some 
eighty-odd elements, and it was quite clear that 
the atoms of the elements were very stable 
structures. But though tbe old ideas of trans
mutation were exploded, the problem still e.risted . 
and indeed had been clearlv formula t-ed bv 
Faraday. The discovery of radioactivity show~! 
that elements such as uranium and thorium were 
undergoing spontaneous trans formation, and a 
large number of new el~ments were brought t o 
light. Mo.reover, the property was shown to ex:i3t 
in a very slight degree in ele!llent-s such as potas
sium and n1bidium , the remainder of the normal 
element3 being stable under ordinary condition;; 
over pe riods to be reckoned in millions of years . 

It was in 1911 that the nuc lear stmcture of the
atom was clearly evidenced, aml a little later thar 
Bohr's masterly interpretation of the movement~ 
of electrons ga•;-e an explanation of spectral 
regularities. It soon became evident that outer 
electrons played no major part in tr:l.Ilsmutations. 
that the changes produced by stripping off electron;; 
were only temporary in character, and that the 
structure of the nucleus must be changed if we 
wished to institute any permanent atomic trans
mutation . Moreo>er, evidence had accumulated 
to show that the nucleus was a >erv small entitY. 

If an a-particle were fired at ~ nucleus, th t
enormous forces developed in a head-on collision 
might; be expected to di'lturb the structure of th,
nucleus, and it was in 1919 that decisive erperi
ments were made. When a-particles were fired 
in oxygen , no effect was produced, but when they 
were fired in nit rogen, a new type of particle 
appeared-the proton. 
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If we assume that the proton originated from a 

transformation of the nitrogen nucleus, the 
question of the rationale of the transmutation 
becomes urgent. Photographic evidence showed 
the capture by the nucleus of an o:-particle accom
panied by the em,:ssion of a proton. If then a 
nitrogen nucleus of mass 14 and charge 7, assimi
lates an o:-particle of mass 4 and charge 2, with 
tbe emission of a proton of mass 1 and charge 1, 
we are left with a nuelear structure of mass 17 
and charge 8-an isotope of oxygen, in fact. In 
a sin\ilar manner, other transmutations may be 
cbeckea, rem em bering that all such changes must 
obey what may be termed general energy .con
ditions, that is, we must take into account not 
only kinetic energy, but also the masses involved, 
remembering that, in some sense, mass and energy 
are convertible terms. It will be seen that in the 
instance considered, the new element bas a mass 
three unit<> higher and a charge one unit higher 
than that of the element which has suffered 
transmutation . 

Beryllium, of mass 9 and charge 4 , when 
bombarded, ca.ptures an a-particle of mass 4 a.nd 
.;barge 2, ginng rise to a structure of mass 12 and 
~barge 6 and emitting a neutron of mass 1 and 
charge zero. 

It is not difficult to picture the changes which 
~nsue when neutrons are fired into oxygen or 
ztitrogen with t.he consequent emission of an 
x-particle, and indeed it is certain that future 
':!xperiments will show that the neutron is a very 
powerful weapon of research. Five years ago it 
became evident that the methods of attack 
developed must be supplemented by the use of 
other types of fast particle if more information 
were to be forthcoming, and it was found possible 
t,o obtain from an electric discharge large supplies 
of particles the speeds of which might be raised 
by travel through an electric field. This demand 
has resulted in the development of laboratory 
methods for the production of high potentials. 
Lately, assistance bas been given by developments 
of wave mechanics which have shown that 

particles which could not surmount a potential 
barrier might yet get through, so that there is a 
possibility of successful attack by using intense 
streams of particles at low voltages. One timely 
word of warning was issued to those who look for 
sources of power in atomic transmutations-such 
expectations are the merest moonshine. 

It was fortunate that Sir Oliver Lodge was 
able to be present at the discussion. His charming 
and reminiscent speech in mo>ing a vote of 
thanks to Lord Rutherford was a fitting tribute 
to a remarkable survey. 

Space will not permit of t he detailed considera
tion of the symposium which followed the opening 
address. As bas been remarked, the nuclear 
theory developed by Gamow indicates the pos
sibility of disintegrating the nuclei of the lighter 
elements by protons having energies corresponding 
to a few hundred thousand volts. Dr. J. D. 
Cockcroft and Dr. E. T. S. Walton described an 
apparatus capable of producing protons having 
energies of 700 kilovolts. With these protons t hey 
have disintegrated lithium, boron and fluorine, 
the disintegration in every instance being accom
panied by the ejection of an o:-particle. Lithium 
splits up into two o:-particles and boron into 
three. Dr. M. L . Oliphant described experiments 
in which elements in a very pure state have been 
born barded with protons and ions of 'heavy' 
hydrogen-the isotope of hydrogen of mass 2. 
The heavy elements are not disintegrated appre
ciably by bombardment at energies below 220 
kilovolts. The disintegration of lithium by protons 
and 'deutons' was described, the last-named 
particle being remarkably efficient as a disin
tegrating agent. J\fr. P. I. Dee showed some 
remarkably interesting photographic tracks ob
tained with the expansion chamber, and Prof. 
P. Mf S . Blackett developed the story of the 
discovery and possible genesis of the positive 
electron, thus closing a symposium as striking as 
any of those that have been associated in the past 
with the work of Section A of the British Asso-
ciation. A. F. 

Obituary 
HE RIGHT liON. VISCOUNT GREY OF FALLODON, 

R.G., F.R.S. 
I i\LTHOUGH the first Viscount Grey of n Fallodon, Northumberland, devotOO nearly 
the whole of his life to political work, his death, 
pn September 7, at the age of seventy-one years, 
bas removed from ornithological circles, and bird 
protection bodip,s in particular, a keen and d evoted 
student. 

Lord Grey's wild birds' sanctuary at Fallodon 
bas become widely known a.nd many are the 
naturalists who have benefited from his courtesy, 
and nsited it. Waterfowl were Lord Grey's 
especial interest and the fact t.hat for twelve years 
none of the foreign species bred at Fallodon were 

pinioned, but left to find their own nest-sites, 
hateh their own eggs and bring their broods on 
to the ponds unaided, living a perfectly wild 
existence excepting for wheat-feeding in morning 
and evening, the addition of a fox-proof fence and 
the destruction of stoats and rats, and in the case 
of the wood-ducks, the supplying of small barrels 
on t he boughs to a llow for the insufficiency of 
natural nesting boles in the trees, adds consider
ably to the scieptific value of the observations. 

In a paper read before the Berwickshire 
Naturalists' Club in 1921, Lord Grey described 
the breeding of ten species of British duck, 
mallard, wigeon, pintail, shoveller, garganey, teal , 
tufted dnck, common pochard, red-crested and 
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